It’s time to talk! and have a cultured conversation. Providing the truly communicative, deeply culture-focused approach instructors believe in along with the guidance and tools students need to be successful using a program with highly communicative goals, with Mosaicos, there is no need to compromise. Recognizing the primacy of the relationship between culture and language, the new Sixth Edition of Mosaicos places culture up front and center, and everywhere in-between!
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Customer Reviews

Everything came great. No problems at all. However, I had returned the rentals back to the address on July 29. It should have arrived on the first of August. I kept getting emails saying I still have to ship my textbook before the deadline. I wanted to check in with that.

This Spanish book could have been written better. I used this book for Spanish One and my professor was constantly putting it down and pointing out errors in the book. It did help me to learn some basic Spanish, but it definitely wasn’t the best.

The relationship that the author has with Pearson language labs should be scrutinized very carefully. I have been consistently frustrated by the manner in which they approach helping students to learn. Hours are consistently spent working out answers to the exercises. To add to the dilemma is the
fact that their resource personnel, in some cases, do not speak Spanish and/or do not have the
know how to help students reason out why they have received partially correct responses. This is
an abbreviate summation of my problems with the program. If you wish to speak to me further on
this product feel free to call me at 201 997 5165.

Book does not contain code apparently needed in class. Had to return it and purchase it new from
bookstore.
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